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Faculty Approves 2-Year
ROTC9 41 New Courses
A government plan to conduct fifteen graduate courses in SpanAir Force ROTC programs in ish , and two graduate courses
two, rather than four, years was in physics were also added.
one of the Curriculum Commit- Also on the recommendation of
tee proposals formally adopted the Curriculum Committee, the
by the faculty at Its March meet- faculty made a number of other
ing last week.
(Continued on Page 4)
The new plan minimizes basic
requirements, eliminates military drills, and concentrates on a
modernized curriculum emphasizing areospace studies and principles of leadership.
The first two years (basic requirements under the four-year
plan) have been replaced by attendance at a six-week training
program at an Air Force Installation during the summer following sophomore year.
In addition, the name of the department of air science has been
changed to the department of
areospace studies effective im mediately. Lt. Col. Gerald R. Marshall, now professor of areospace
studies, told the faculty at their
meeting that the shorter program
Will meet the same objectives
as the four-year course of "providing > capable officers, adequate Dr. John P. Roche, national
to meet the needs of the Air chairman of the Americans for
Force for the defense of this Democratic Action, will deliver
nation."
this year's Mead Lecture in GovHe said, "The new ROTC cur- ernment Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
riculum offers more academic in MeCook Auditorium. He will
challenge and is in closer har- speak on the subject of "Demmony with the educational philo- ocratic Politics and the Mass Culsophy of this fine liberal arts ture."
.
;
college.*
Appointed chairman of the de- !
Other changes made by the fac- partment of politics at Brandeis i
ulty at last week's meeting were In 1966 and dean of the faculty
the addition of five courses in the in 1958, Dr. Roche has since sergovernment department, Including ved as the Morris Hlllqult Pro- \
American Foreign Policy, Gov- fessor of Labor and Social Thought '•
ernment and Politics in Latin Am- at that university.
'
erica, and Totalitarian Govern - Dr. Roche is the author of a numment and Politics.
ber of books and monographs in- i
A. course in the Symphony in eluding his latest work, "Shadow
the department of' the arts, nine- and Substance: Studies in the
teen graduate courses in French, Theory and Structure of Politics."

ADA's Roche
To Talk Here

700th Anniversary

Four Talks to Probe Dante
The Cesare Barbierl Center of pared by Michael R. Campo, diItalian Studies has planned a series rector of the Barbierl Center, and
of programs to celebrate the 700th Mr. Dando, who is a member of
anniversary of the birth of Dante the English Department.
Allghieri, the poet of THE DIVINE Mr. Dando is executing the filmCOMEDY, illustrated above.
Ing and narration, while Dr. Campo
The celebration will include a is in charge of artistic documentaseries of four lectures to be pre- tion and preparation of the text.
sented during the months of March, They are using illuminated manuApril and May, along with an ex- scripts, frescos, and wooden
hibition of rare 15th and 16th cen- manuscripts from all over the
tury illustrated editions of THE world.
DIVINE; COMEDY and a collection In addition, the Barbieri Center
of art depicting episodes from the is sponsoring an essay contest
great 14th century masterpiece. on "Archetypal Patterns In THE
The first of four lectures will be DIVINE COMEDY" and an art condelivered by Dr. Jacob Klein of St. test. The essay should be a miniJohn's College tomorrow night at mum o f 10 type-written pages and
8 in Wean Lounge. Dr. Klein, pro- is to be turned in by April 23.
fessor of philosophy and former Entries for the art contest may
Dean of St. John's, will speak be in any medium and are to il"On Dante's Mount of Purgation." lustrate any episode or episodes
Lectures by Irma Brandeis of in THE DIVINE COMEDY. Entries
Bard College, Thomas G. Bergin must be submitted by April 10,
of Yale, and John A. Dando of and if a sufficient number of enTrinity will follow in April and tries are received, a exhibition
will be held in the Student ExhibiMay.
The Barbieri Center hopes to tion Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
present a world preview of Part Thomas Carlyle has said of Dante
I of a color documentary film on that "He gave a voice to ten silent
Dante which is now being pre- centuries."

Liquor Proposal Rejected
At Recent Student Assembly

In addition to THE DIVINE COMEDY, Dante wrote LA VITA
NUOVA, a revelation of his love
for Beatrice, CONVIVO, a philosophical treatise, DE VULGARI
ELOQUENTIA, a Latin treatise
on metrics and language, advocating the use of the vernacular,
and DE MONARCHIA, a Latin treatise on political theory, supporting
the emperor over the Pope.

Wesleyan Conference Hosts Speakers
From Main Civil Rights Organizations
by Thomas R. Franklin and
Gerald C. Prior

ment created by automation.
(2) Centralization of force versus
local action. The grass roots
movements have Ironically had to
appeal to federal assistance although It would prefer to remain
free of federal or societal domination.
(3) Foreign policy and its logical
relation to internal policy. How,

tor example, can the present administration send military units
Viet Nam to "defend freedom and
uphold order and unity* while fail-;
ing to send troops to Salem, Ala.,
to likewise establish order and individual protection?
Tom Hayden, a chief coordinator
for SDS, focused on a different
(Continued on Page 2) ,:

Between the 1930s and now, Yale
professor Staughton Lynd suggested Saturday at Wesleyan, American opposition has shifted from
socialist and communist Ideology
encouraged by the depression to
an "existential" opposition fostered by the war and McCarthyism.
•J
The existential radicals, as he
called them, struggle through
"constant thoughtfulness" to give
meaning to life."
Mr, Lynd, who was Coordinator
of the Freedom Schools in Mississippi, was hosted by the Wesleyan Committee for Civil Rights
along with other guests last Saturday on the University campus.
The various spheres of civil
rights and poverty interest groups
ranging from the government's
VISTA program to student organized Northern Student Movement (NSM), Students for Democratic Society (SDS), and Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Com mittee (SNCC) were represented
at the conference.
Mr. Lynd noted that concerned
individuals are faced with at least MOURN—Some 300 Connecticut residents and college studeri
gathered at the State Capitol Sunday to pay tribute to the R<
three problems:

By a vote of 139 to 7.8, with 2 pared for proposal in the case
abstentions, the bill presented by of the defeat of the first bill.
the Trinity delegation to lower The resolution called for strict
the Connecticut drinking age to enforcement by the state police
18 was defeated in the House of of the present age, and, requiring
Representatives of the Connecti- a two thirds majority for pascut Intercollegiate Student Legis- sage, was defeated.
lature, meeting in Hartford last
Trinity, supported primarily by
week.
the Yale and University of HartAccording to representative Vin- ford delegations, according to Oscent Osowecki, the purpose of owecki, presented an unemotional
the bill, which the delegation did argument based on an array of
not expect to pass, was to make the facts
opinions gathered over
students go on record for or a long and
period
of time.
against the present drinking age
or show a clear position of hy- Those opposing the bill, he went
pocrisy on the issue.
on, were generally unable to pre- CD How-to "solve the economic James J. Reeb, who died in Selma last week. They are pictur
For the laiter purpose, Osowecki sent meaningful arguments for relocation proposed by disarma- about in silent prayer for slain Boston minister.
continued, a resolution was pre- their stand.
.;••.
(Katz, Cook Phoi
ment and the present unemploy-
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Med usa

From the Dean of students F r o m the P r e s i d e n t ' s Desk...
Dear President Evartsr
I would like to put forth for communication to the Senate and Student body several ideas we discussed some days ago. At the time
you and I were beseiged with many complaints from the student
body regarding the management of recent disciplinary cases by
Medusa. The guilt or non-guilt of the student involved in these cases
Is not at issue. What apparently Is at issue, according to the complainants, is the manner of investigation and the lack of clarity r e garding the judicial procedure adopted for Medusa.
Our students, you will agree, have the right to have their cases
investigated without duress and heard with proper publlcly-an nounced judicial proceedure. According to reports reaching my officer -aad if they be true, proper procedure and the dignity of persons has been trespassed in some instances. I accept your as surances that these reports will be investigated in the Senate. Since
the Medusa Is an arm of the Senate, the responsibility for processing these complaints is clearly yours, and therefore I will continue to turn over all such complaints to you as President of the
Senate.
I would like to say further, for the record, that although College
authorities have the right to inspect rooms, ordinarily a student's
quarters are not to be entered by an official of the College and student body without provocation except by invitation of the occupant.
We expect each student to obey College regulations, and unless we
have objective evidence that these are not obeyed, the room is his
castle. This is a long term policy of the College and one which I
think is proper and wise.
Sincerely,
Roy Heath
Dean of Students

Bridge Approves New IFC
Proposal on Party Drinking
In a letter Saturday to IFC President Fred Prillaman, F. Gardiner
F. Bridge, director of Student Affairs, explained that the college
would accept the IFC recommendation concerning drinking in fraternity houses during scheduled
parties.
The recommendation stated "that
all students, dates and guests
twenty-one years of age and over
be permitted to drink alcoholic
beverages In Fraternity houses

at all times except those specified by the IFC Constitution, e.g.
during Mason Plan,"
Mr. Bridge also said that the college would accept this proposition
with the condition "that all fraternities must report to the Dean
of Students within the specified
time limit their intention to hold
a planned party, be it an 11:30
or a 1 a.m. party, and that fraternities must secure approved
chaperones for all such parties."
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ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee
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2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
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1. B R E A D E D V E A L CUTLET W I T H SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. H A L F ROAST -SPRING C H I C K E N
1.55
3. SPAGHETTI A N D M E A T BALLS
.95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
1.55
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH 1,25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55
FOR 7Se MORi—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP. DESSERT,
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The classroom, of course, proThis "letter to the editor" is
written In response to his sug- vides the most important setting
gestion of a few days ago that for this exchange. The average
he would be interested in my class, numbering between sixteen
thoughts on the subject of student- and seventeen, creates a fertile
atmosphere for this exchange. The
faculty relations.
I read with appreciatfon THE classroom, however, should not
TRIPOD editorial of March 2nd provide the only means of such
in which this subject was thought- exchange. I believe earnestly in
fully discussed. I am delighted the importance of student-faculty
that the paper considers this mat- contacts outside the classroom.
ter important. I hope the editors, I am increasingly convinced that
and succeeding editors, will con- these contacts grow In frequency
tinue to be impressed with its and importance. Further, I besignificant Importance and that lieve Trinity students, here for a
they will continue to study this rigorous education in the liberal
subject and will continue to bearts, can be imaginative enough to
create new occasions for the imarticulate about it.
The matter, I believe, is Import- plementation of student-faculty reant enough to suggest that the lations. And I do not believe that
students of Trinity College as- they ask to be spoon-fed.
sume their full share of responThe' all-College Assembly, the
sibility in developing It effective- first of which since my early
ly.
days at Trinity was held last
I wish to give you my concept December, provides a good point
of a college. Basically, it is an of meeting. I hope that at interIntellectual community - a com- vals the all-College Assembly will
munity inhabited by persons who be continued. But such a meeting
share a common purpose, which lacks the useful informality and
is the extension of knowledge and the effectiveness of the small group
the effective application of that which meets in a fraternity house,
knowledge to the uses of mankind. a dormitory lounge or someone's
room as an exciting discussion
It is also a community of persons, both students and teachers, that began in class earlier in the
whose opinions and beliefs differ, day is carried through to a consometimes sharply. And it is a clusion, or a*: least a truce.
community In which articulate perPerhaps you chose Trinity partly
sons discuss their differences with because it is located in a rather
each other in a completely free,
large metropolitan city that is an
but also a responsible, manner.
old and important center culturThus do they help to educate each
ally, financially and socially. Inother.
creasingly, educators concede the
advantage of the urban center over
It is highly desirable that faculty
the college located in a hamlet,
members and students, inhabitants
even though it may be true that
of a community in which they
in the hamlet the professor who
share this common purpose, should
has spent his day in the classhave an opportunity at all times
room is more available during
and in every practicable manner
the evening, provided prescribed
to exchange ideas.

Dean
Jn Advisors

Senate to Close Meeting
Senate President Sandy Evarts
'66 announced last night that the
Senate would meet in closed session later in the week to consider
at least one appeal
on recent
Medusa action.

Dean of Students Roy Heath today announced the selection of
the followingsophomoresfor 196566 as junior advisors; G. Stewart Barnes, Michael O.M. Billington, Culley C. Carson, Frederic
N. Catoni, John D. Craft, R. Douglas Cushman, David Downes, Robert F. Ebinger, Stephen V. Eliot.
Also, William T. Fox, William
G. Franklin, Richard Gallagher,
David J. Gerber, David W. Haight,
Charles H. Heckscher, John H,
Honlss, Douglas G. Jacobs, Gerald Jaggers, Robert D. Jenkins,
Kenneth Jue, Lynn M. Kirlcby, Alexander1 H. Levi, John G. Loeb,
Philip J . Mayer, Thomas W.
McConnell.
Steven P. Nuernberger, James
H. Oliver, John R. O'Neal, Edward S. Prevost, Floyd W. Putney, Richard W. Rath, Richard
M. Ratzan, G. Theodore G. Ruckert, Morton E. Salomon, Charles
J. Sanders, Mark Shapiro, William
Siegfried, Dana A. Strout.
And Richard S. Stultz, David D.
Ward, Geoffrey J. White, Thomas
M. Zarr, and James Purdy.

Conference...
(Continued from Page 1)

The following students have
been placed on censure:
Daniel L. Goldberg '68
Peter D. Hoffman '68
Carl M. Livitsky '68
Fred B. Finley '68
Frank F. Fowle '68
Richard S. Reynolds '68
Two students have been
placed on admonition for destructon of College property,
and two students have been
placed on admonition for violation of the College rules
regarding the consumption of
alcohol.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
The Psychology Club has elected
the
following officers: David
Bremer '66 and Bruce Bodner'66,
co-chairmen, Randolph Lee '66,
corresponding secretary, Dennis
Dix '66, recording secretary, and
Stephen Eliot '67, publicity director.

a r e a . He suggested that just b e low the surface of the American
social fabric was a distinct b a r b a r i s m and brutality. It i s only
in t i m e s of special c r i s i s , h e
said, that this brutality s e e p s t o
the surface in a r e a s like Viet
Nam or Selma. It is only then that
it becomes somewhat c l e a r e r t o
the American nation, he added.
Isolated voices speak out, but
they a r e locked .within the U.S.
monolith, he said.
Where i s the force, queried the
Newark rights worker, that will
prevent World War III or Internal
decay of American society? This
n e c e s s a r i l y has to come from the
"movement" which I s presently
outside of the national political
m a i n s t r e a m , he observed. Five
disaffected groups r e p r e s e n t the
potential for this opposition, which
include:
(1) Southern a g r a r i a n Negroes
who a r e disenfranchised and I m poverished.
(2) Northern Negroes d e m o r alized by the urban depersonalIzatlon.
(3) Poor whites excluded from
Skilled employment.
(4) "Kids" from 15 t o 25 who
feel left out of the decision making p r o c e s s and consequently
have
no legitimate institutions
through which they can e x p r e s s
themselves as individuals.
(5) Industrial w o r k e r s who a r e
also disaffected and embittered
about their inability for e x p r e s sion through organized labor.
In addition is a body of students,
usually better off economically
and possessing a different world
view, but sensing a s t e r i l i t y i n
contemporary occupations.

vrf
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academic duties do not claim him.
At Trinity, because we live in a
relatively large center, the student-faculty relationship may take
a little working out. But you have
come to college because you wished
to change. The change involved in
intellectual growth is always difficult, often painful. Your professors know this, since they preceded you along this path. They
wish to help.
The administrative reorganization effected a year ago begins
now measurably to show results.
The Stewart Committee, named
last autumn and working quietly
now, wants to help, and will. The
Freshman Forums of the Dean
of Students; not infrequent seminars in faculty homes; the informal meetings of the Religion Department and History Department; the
Chaplain's presence in Mather Hall
are all signs of the times.
I am impressed by the attitudes
of the Senate and THE TRIPOD.
The imminent addition of the Austin Arts Center for gatherings of
varied size and purpose will help.
Our College Library, perhaps the
finest in the East in an institution of Trinity's size, provides a
constant and well-used facility for
student-faculty contacts of the
most useful kind.
The charm and the challenge of
any institution which looks forward to a lively future are embodied in the fact that today things
never appear as good as we wish
to make them tomorrow. I trust
that no future editor of THE TRIPOD will ever survey his scene
to see no problem. Where there is
complacency, you find no progress.
Albert C. Jacobs
President

Machine Talks
On Automation
"The goal of full employment
Is dead. We should be talking
about how to provide Income for
people when there are no jobs
for them."
This statement raises one of the
issues to be considered at a discussion in Mather Hall, Tuesday,
March 23, on the effects of automation on our society. The discussion will be based on a conversation entitled "Jobs, Machines, and People," taped by the
center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, under the Fund
for the Republic.
The tape will be played at 7:30
p.m., with informal talk to follow, guided by faculty members
of the economics, government,
philosophy, and religion departments, and several students who
are economics majors.
THETA XI
Theta Xi Fraternity has elected
the following officers: Robert B.
Stepto, '66 president; Brian A.
Grimes '66, vice-president; Frederick K. Burt '66, treasurer; Timothy E. Sniff en '66, corresponding secretary; John G. Loeb, '67
senior steward; Edward J. Mullarkey '67, junior steward; and
Richard S. Stultz '67, scholarship chairman.
MAHOUTS
LUNCHEONETTE

Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Bocks
243 Zion Street

Open Seven
Days a Week
889-8644
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'Report from Department Chairman'
The following
is excerpts from a talk
which Dr. Murray St&dman, chairman of the
government department, gave last week at
Shuttle Meadow Country Club.

"Several years ago the distinguished novelist James
A. Mlchener turned his attention from fiction to
politics and recounted Ms experiences under the
title REPORT OF THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN. In
a similar impressionistic manner I want this evening to give you an account of the college today
from the point of view of a Department Chairman.,,
"One has merely t o visit the campus, or read
the Alumni magazine, to be aware of the physical
changes which are taking place with such rapidity.
But there have been other changes, and these are
what I want to talk about tonight. They are especially
evident to me because I left full-time teaching
from 1957 until last September. During most of
the interim I did some teaching, but not at a liberal arts college. There is therefore a chance
of making some before and after comparisons. Now,
when you're teaching at one college, you have a
chance to observe some others in action, and you
hear about many more. So my observations are
based both on general background and also on my
specific experiences at Trinity and, before that,
at Swarthmore ...
"The obvious place to begin is with the students.
What are the principal differences I have noted
between the current college generation and that
of seven and eight years ago? One difference is
that students are working much harder than they
used to. I don't think any of my colleagues would
contradict me on this point, Of course, the students have to work harder, because the professors
constantly give them more and harder work to do.
The professorial justification for ever-increasing
standards Is the ever-increasing aptitude of the
incoming freshmen. Since the incoming students
are brighter than their predecessors, It is natural
that more is expected of them ...
"There is, nonetheless, a danger to increasing
ad infinitum the work load placed on the back of
students. My query is this; can students any more
afford the luxury of taking courses merely because
they like them? Or does the necessity of scoring
the highest grades possible, in order to get into
graduate school or win a reserve commission or
be accepted by I.B.M., mean that a student will
tend to take only those courses In which he can
do best? In short, is there any time left over for
purely intellectual FUN, as against lntellectualized
chores?..,
"Another marked change I have seen over the last
eight years relates to the faculty, specifically, to its
recruitment. The competition for positions in quality
institutions like Trinity has always been keen, but
today It has become positively savage. Of course, the

degree of barbarism varies with the discipline, —
(it is much more difficult for us to attract and keep
eminent mathematicians, scientists, and social scientists than is the case with instructors in the humanities.) Nonetheless, even making these allowances
for different disciplines, the recruiting problem affects us'across the board ...
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Selma-

Righteous Thrombosis
—,

Comment

by Jack Chatfield

"What happened in Selma was an American tragedy."
--President Lyndon B. Johnson, at a news conference
commemorating his meeting with Gov. Wallace of Alabama.

Last year, when the best scientific minds of our generation pro-'
ved that cigarette smoking and lung cancer were casually linked,
there was a sudden dip In cigarette sales. The Surgeon General's
Report, apparently, had awakened questions about life, death and
time which momentarily overshadowed the kind of questions which
make people smoke cigarettes. Now, of course, sales are back to
normal, for one does not ponder nothingness for long.
It is not, I think, that people do not believe that cigarette smoking causes lung cancer. It Is rather that they do not believe It enough.
It is the old question of the Faithful Soldier who believes In God
but who doesn't believe, though he wants very much to, that He
will move the mountain.
Selma, Alabama has become the Surgeon General's Report of the
civil rights movement. The eyes of the nation, and of large portions
of the world, are turned upon her because of the noise her Negro
population has been making, and because of the headlines she has
been receiving for her trouble.
Selma harbors no more Injustice than thousands of southern towns
which deny to their Negro citizens the right to vote, or thousands
of northern towns which deny to their Negro .citizen* the benefits
of economic and social contentment. Yet Selma has become the
parade ground of righteousness; she stands as a kind of thrombosis,
clogged with indignation, In the midst of an otherwise secure South,
The demonstrators have even run out of things to say. Saturday,
The Rev. C T. Vivian of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which has fathered a Nobel Prize winner, told Selma's
Public Safety Director Wilson Baker that he was a racist because
he had threatened to arrest The Rev. Mr, Vivian rather than a white
-protestant who was also In the line. That Wilson Baker is a racial
Is certain; tout that social revolution should reduce Itself to nit «
picking is regrettable, even tragic.
The real danger is that Selma will subside and be gone. Last
"Just as I believe a liberal arts college Is super- year, Murray Kempton, writing of the Negro eruption In Cambridge,
ior for most undergraduate students to a large Maryland, pointed out the sword that hangs over the head of a soda
amorphous university, so I also believe that a liberal protest movement which Is faced with turning the world upside dowj
arts college in an urban setting Is preferable to without a recourse to arms.
one located at a crossroads In the wilderness. "Even the old songs sound more and more like echoes," wrotf
Certainly to students of Government this is so, Kempton. "This movement may revive and begin again, but at th<
and I expect it is also true of most of the
moment its voice Is the broken, mindless cry of prisoners who havi
departments ...
just discovered they are condemned to stay In jail. And, it it is Uk<
(Continued on Page 4)
:
"What can one say are the advantages of Trinity
over the generality of most other good liberal arts
colleges? I have already mentioned pur location,
which is superb. In addition, there is our Graduate
School, which is beneficial not only to the graduate
students but also to our faculty. The Graduate School
is also of great value, of course, to advanced undergraduates who are able to take courses not normally
available in an undergraduate college. In other words,
to a point we can have the advantages of a university
without suffering from the drawbacks of being one.
Finally, there is the Summer School, which serves
a variety of useful purposes, including the desegregation of the sexes."

"I have said that we all are aware of the physical
changes on the campus. But I think it goes beyond
this. It seems to me that the whole way of life has
been altered in that the old emphasis on Spartan
ways has nearly disappeared. It may be that greater
affluence is the basic reason, but I think In particular
that the automobile has made a difference. Where do
all the cars that are parked along Summit Street disappear over the week-end? There is, of course, at
least one counter-vailing force, as those of you who
have seen or played on the new bowling alleys will
attest ...
"Some of you must have wondered whether Trinity
is becoming like the University of California at Los
Angeles, as that institution was pictured In a recent
article in LIFE. You may remember the pathetic
portrait of the assistant professor who must finish
a manuscript on schedule and get It published or be
fired and, in addition, spend two days a Week in
committee meetings, teach classes, and change the
baby's diapers. The point at which UCLA, in the
article at least, seemed most vulnerable was in
taking the young man's time for committee meetings when he should have been teaching, or changing diapers, or doing something other than sit around
a conference table. You will be happy to know that
at Trinity the admisinstratlon administers ~ and
very capably — and that the faculty committee
responsibilities are kept at a minimum. This is a
happy state of affairs, which I hope will endure ...

Helping Is to Work, Live
With Community's Deprived
by Van Igou

and laugh with the culturally deprived people of the project. They
become a PART of the drama
of the community's life.
Taped bi-weekly sessions with
two Trinity psychologists help the
students to understand what they
are experiencing and their psychological reactions to their work.
Conflicts, emotions, and practical
necessity1 are woven Into interesting and valuable learning
situations.
As a member of the Summer
Staff of this church last sum mer, I think that Trinity College
and this community are linked
together. They are linked together
because they both teach the white,
middle-class college students.
The culturally deprived com munity Is an example of a course
offered in the "School of the NonAcademic."

Seven blocks east of Trinity,
towards the river and surrounded
by industry is a post-war housing project, an integrated development built and maintained by the
City of Hartford for families with
incomes of under $3,000 per year.
In the southeast corner of the
project is a large brownstone
church and parish house.
In July, of every summer, the
parish begins its Summer Program for the families of the community. Each day the church provides a morning of organized religious education, recreation, and
crafts for any child that wishes
to attend. Once a week a field
trip is organized, and the children are bussed to suburban and
rural areas. A children's program, including talent shows,
plays, and field Olympics on the
front lawn, ends each week.
THE SCHOOL OF THE ACADEMIC

Comment
Every afternoon of the Summer
Program's duration, the members
of the Summer Staff at the church
visit the adults of the community,
gain entrance to the homes, and
as friends, attempt to understand
the community. Most homes are
crowded with children. Some are
bare and smell of urine.
The staff Is comprised of college students who talk, eat, work,

Trinity, as a formal Institution
of education, CANNOT give us
certain things. And it is unfair
to ask It to do so. Despite our
high level of academic compe tence, one may find no commitment to 'real' action. What action
there is is <unreal' simply because it only minimumly, if ever,
resembles a world OUTSIDE the
academic community. Trinity's
very nature Is characterized by

an extra-family, masculine, Intellectually dispassionate atmosphere. We could not legitimately
ask it to. be otherwise. But books
and lectures fall short outside
academic routine; one needs to
fill in the CONTEXT given by
formal education.
FUSION
Substance can be derived from
what seems to be an Inescapable
situation of life, the presence of
other people. In order to live the
best of all possible lives, one
must deal, and deal well, In human relations on ALL levels of
society. The effects of good relations, joy, sorrow, pride, and
humility, can be corporate human
experiences which lose their
melodramatic
character when
people are committed to one another. One ought not to fear such
experiences.
Life cannot be experienced by
intellectual and dispassionate observation. There is a difference
between KNOWING ABOUT something and knowing something. Our
very existence, sooner or later
commits us to at least the latter.
Project families know this. We
face the danger of being cast
into it, unaware of it, unless
we COMMIT ourselves to reality
testing In the School of Human
Relations.

519.95
Hand-Sewn
Genuine moccasin construction, smooth veal uppers,
fully leather lined, combination last for snug heel,
double leather soles and leather heels with v-plates.
7?5

- Hand-antiqued chestnut brown ved.

775X - Polished black ved.
773

- Hand-antiqued saddle tan ved.

770

- As above except in hand-antiqued golden tan
Scotch grain.

740

- As shown above except in golden tan Scotch
grain with genuine crepe scles.

22 TRUMBULL ST. — NEXT TO HENRY MILLER CO.
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:30.
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Faculty Adopts Clarification
Of Frosh-Soph Overcut Rule
Effective this terra the following
new rule affecting overcutting was
adopted by the faculty at its March
meeting last week:
"An undergraduate who is limited
to a specific number of unexcused
absences (all first semester freshmen not on the Dean's List; sophomores on academic probation;
sophomores with grades less than
C—in three courses at the end
of the preceding term) will be
placed on overcut probation if he
exceeds the number of unexcused
absenses allowed him. An undergraduate eligible for a second
overcut probation will automatically go on academic probation.
A freshman or sophomore on
academic probation in one semester who overcuts in the next,
may, at the discretion of the Committee on Academic Standing and
Discipline, be placed on academic

probation a second time, thus becoming eligible for an automatic
required withdrawal."
This change In ruling was made
because of the problems created
by the former ruling that "students who overcut will be placed
on academic probation for the
following semester."
The new ruling differentiates between probation for overcutting
and probation for academic deficiency, thus hopefully eliminating these problems.

Bathtub Craters
Found on Moon

"With the Ranger 7 films, we
can now spot craters the size of
a bathtub." This startling observation was made by Dr. F. Shirley
Jones at the AIP lecture held last
Thursday.
Dr. Jones, instructor of astronomy at the College, has received degrees from the University of Toronto and Radcliffe. She
served as an assistant professor
The Executive Director of the of physics last year at Carnegie
Commission on Human Relations Tech.
Movies taken by the Ranger 7
In Hartford suggested last Tuesday that Integration should be moonshot of last summer, said
Dr. Jones, give us by far our best
coupled with rehabilitation.
Speaking at a College Conference view of the moon to date. To Illuson Human Relations panel, Arthur trate her point, Dr. Jones showed
Johnson further claimed that cities a series of early photographs of
should build new high schools the moon, all taken from the
rather than try to save all the old ground. From these pictures,
scientists gathered much valuable
facilities.
Information about the moon's surJohnson was the keynote speaker face but it was not until Ranger 7
for the National Conference of that the details of the lunar surChristians and Jews—sponsored face became clear.
event.
The Ranger 7 movies, Dr. Jones
He also submitted the Idea of an related, were taken by six tele"educational park," which would vision cameras affixed to the nose
bring together schools of various cone of the rocket. Over 4300 picvocational aims on one campus. tures were taken in all, at a rate
He said advantages of such a of one every five seconds.
Among the new Information
system would be pooling libraries,
teachers, and other opportunities garnered from the Ranger 7 flight
were many facts concerning the
for the students.
composition of the lunar surface,
Another panelist, Dewey Mc- the size and nature of craters, and
Gowen, Jr., administrator at Hart- the texture of the "seas" which dot
ford Public High School, saw a the surface. All of this information,
need for longer-range ideas. "I Dr. Jones said, will be of the utview our education—I see a failure, most Importance to the United
in a sense. In this failure, I see States' moon program.
the great corruption and waste
of people," he said.

Speaker Views
Education Need

Beer on the

(Oh, no!)
The other day, for the first time, our brewmaster heard of "beeron-the-rocks." He fell apart.
He really doesn't have anything against ice cubes . . . for scotch
or old-fashioneds.or lemonade. But not for beer. Especially the
King of Beers.
You see, he knows how much extra time and expense it takes
to get that Budweiser® taste and smoothness and drinkability.
Add a couple of ice cubes and "bloop". . .there goes all that
extra effort.
Ice cuts down the head and waters down the taste. And, with
Budweiser, that's a tragedy. Budweiser is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged. We allow Bud to brew its own tiny
bubbles . . . slowly, naturally . . . over a dense lattice of beechwood
strips. That's why Budweiser tastes better, foams better and sets
better—glass after glass.
So if you know somebody who likes to plunk ice cubes in his
Budweiser, please don't tell our brewmaster. (We hate to see a
grown man cry.)

it's worth it...it's"Bud.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS . NEWARK . LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • and soon HOUSTON, TEXAS

"I look at most adults—the battle
is lost for them....Who's going to
make the change?... It's going to
lie with young people of vision,"
he submitted.
The other panelists for the evenIng discussion included Professor
Alexander A. Mackimmie, Jr.,
chairman of the department of education at Trinity, Dr. Richard K.
Morris, also of the department of
education, Dr. Arthur Kairott, of
the department of education at the
University of Hartford, and Sister
Mary Justin, of the department of
mathematics at St. Joseph's College. The moderator was Dr. Philip
W. Morse of the department of
(Continued on Page 9)

Faculty.
(Continued from Page 1)
modifications, additions, substl tutlons, and changes In requirements for various majors, In
description* of various courses,
and In divisions and titles of
courses.
Among the more significant
changes were the dropping of
Chemistry 105-106, the dropping
of Chemistry 103-104 (which was
replaced with courses entitled
General Chemistry I and II), and
the division of formerly Indivisible Chemistry courses 305-306,
3.07-308, 509-510, into separate
"comma courses."

Sell mo...
(Continued from Page 3)
this In Cambridge, It must be like this In a dozen places which a
year ago were glorious In our history."
Selma, for the moment, is glorious in our history. The conscience
of the nation seems to have congealed there. It is easy to forget,
under the circumstances, how far there is to go before the patterns
of three centuries are obliterated. Selma may have revived the
Fifteenth Amendment; yet we should remember how many Negroes
in the South have never heard of the Fifteenth Amendment, and know
of Martin Luther King only because he is occasionally prominent
on the six-thirty news.
The South Is a great and frozen land, and George C. Wallace is
at present the champion there. There have been significant rumbles
of great changes; yet 11 years after the Supreme Court's segregation decision, only 2.14 per cent of the South's Negro children are
attending schools with white children. In Mississippi, only 26,000
out of some 450,000 Negroes are registered to vote.
Sheriff Jim Clark of Selma has taken to wearing a button which
reads "Never." Perhaps he wears it because he feels threatened
as he has never felt threatened before. Yet he must know that the
road to an integrated society is longer and more difficult to travel
than the road from Selma to Montgomery. And he must be secure
in his faith that the conscience of America will probably forsake
Selma as quickly as that conscience forsook the Surgeon General's
Report.
;
-
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S. S hshzonn

The Trinity Student |
Hh Social Commitment

Samuel S. Rshzohn
'He Rocked the Boat'

Trinity Community Joins to
Save Convicted Murderer
On February 19, 1962, a letter appeared in the Tripod asking that the campus join to save a convicted murderer from
electrocution. Four months later, the Board of Pardons commuted the death sentence of Benjamin Reid to a life sentence
in prison.
The commutation was the
result of long, hard work of a
faculty - students - administration committee which delved
into the background of the
case (and others like it) and
painstakingly prepared t h e
presentation which is credited
with influencing the Connecticut Board of Pardons to commute a death sentence for the
first time since its 1951 inception.
In his letter to the Tripod in
February, 1962, George Will
. '(i2 said that "it is over five
years too late to prevent Reid's
crime of passion and anguished
logic."
"Now is the time to prevent
the recidivistie crime of retributive, vengeful justice."
Writing a year later, Mi1.
Will said the group of undergraduates in the committee
"had in common a few. characteristics which—however in
need of enlightened guidance
—are the stuff of good men."
"This band of drifting iconoclasts was trapped in its own
phrenetic slumber. They were
set to purge—with fire if necessary—evil vested interests,"
he said.
Mr. Will added, "But the
truth remained 1(in the words
of Lord Keynes ) that, "It is
ideas, not vested interests,
which are dangerous for good
or evil."
This joint committee achieved
part of its goal- by securing
the signatures of more than 50
leading citizens to the petition
asking for the commutation of
Reid's sentence.
Vice-president Albert E.
Holland said, "These . . . names
carried more weight with the
Board of Pardons than the
five or six thousand names
secured by another organization."
"We spent between one to
two and one-half hours discussing the case with each of
the people on our petition," he
continued.
Benjamin Reid spent his
early life in a Hartford slum,
his father died when the boy
was two, and his mother became partially paralyzed from
a gunshot wound when he was
eight. His next eight years
were spent in the Hartford
County Home.
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More Than 50 Students
Aid as Hartford Tutors

"i think that fhera «r«

perhaps four tests or criteria essential for preparation for life today. Who*
Lore they?

.

|

!---Thc cultivation of cm in-,

Reid then spent several years
• ]
in Cheshire reformatory, was telliaent mind.,
then unable to get a job, married his wife when he was still ;—,The sharpening of indU ]
rather young, and was separat- viduol sensitivity.
\
ed when his wife was six
weeks pregnant.
/-—The development of civ*
Five days later, the unfor•
tunate youth grabbed a ham- it-mind«dness.
mer and killed a neighbor.
i—The exercise of m o r a l s
The Board of Pardons was
'
'
asked to consider whether there courage." '
was actually first degree murder committed, for there was
some question as to if Reid
really had a motive, which is
necessary for the charge.

More than 50 Trinity students are lending their knowledge
and .service to Hartford tutorial projects.
The principal recipient of Trinity tutors is the Salvation
Aimy Tutorial Program. Thomas R. Franklin '(>(i and Joseph
H. Hodgson, Jr., '66 have supplied more than 40 tutors to the
Salvation Army program.
The campus sponsorship of the tutors, headed by Franklin,
is the North End Tutorial and Research Program.
While the program is not nominally a civil rights project,
Franklin feels that the tutorials "can't be divorced from civil
rights."
The program is limited to the Hartford North End which,
according to Cecil Davis, parttime administrator for the Salvation Army Tutorial Program, is an area where "student mobility is high, and there is a constant in-migration of the educationally and culturally deprived."
The program maintains a one-to-one ratio of tutor and tutee.
Currently, about 265 tutors are involved in the program, with
300 as a target goal for the near future.
Although the project is basically only a tutorial for students
from grades four through 12, Mr. Davis explained that an
equally important function of the program is "to provide the
students (tutees) with the medium for developing better interpersonal relationships," especially with people of different ethnic and cultural backgrounds.
It is in the nurturing of inter-personal relationships between tutor and tutee that Mr. Davis, Franklin, and Hodgson
feel the program takes oh a civil rights aspect.
Mr. Davis speculates that most of the tutors make a commitment to "the program because they are "becoming aware of
the needs of other people."
Hodgson, with the assistance of Dwight. M. Lundgren '66,
is also directing a tutorial program sponsored by the Catholic
Interracial Council.
The program, involving about 60 high school tutors, has
a dual cultural and academic purpose. Tutees receive one-hour
of tutoring per session and take frequent tours of local museums
and historic sites.
J.E.L.

"Education is only a polite form of mental exercise,
unless you learn to feel for yourself the thrill and stimulus of new ideas, the stir and lift of political and social
issues being debated . . . We must consciously train our
intelligence to look for the facts, to know where to obtain them to know how to interpret and appraise them,
and to do something about them. Don't merely preach
democracy and equality of opportunity; learn the techniques of furthering these goals in all your group activi-

±&^>MM
1

' ^ '-'I >t-"

ties . . . Let us then help develop our young people by
developing ourselves."
— S . S. Fishzohn

Junior Devotes Extra Time
To Puerto Rican Neighbors
W. Rockwell Williams '66 is
now writing about his experiences as a volunteer teacher of
Puerto Ricans, both in the Hartford area and in Puerto Rico
Itself.

••:

Williams, who this fall taught
an accelerated class in English
in the North End of Hartford,
where he lived, has been actively involved in educating
Puerto Ricans since July, 1963
when a chance meeting with a
Puerto Rioan 6th grader, Francisco Garay, first gave him the
Idea.. "
V Since that, date, he has taught
several classes of both adults
and children, w or.k i n g with
them in English and civics. During the p a s t summer,
Williams transferred his base

of operations to Puerto Rico itself. The first eight weeks of
his stay were spent teaching
children in a school in Mayaguez, on the island's west coast.
The remainder of the vacation season he spent as a workIng observer with an adult education group which toured the
countryside visiting the many
remote mountain villages and
acquainting the townspeople
w i t h their democratic rights
and abilities.
Although he has stopped his
formal instruction for the time
being to concentrate on h i s
writing,- Williams still works
with two Puerto Rican families in Hartford.
He plans to resume his teaching: of classes as soon as his
writing is completed.
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Memorial Fund Created
To Recognize Volunteers

Sam & Sty dents
Samuel Fishzohn died last August, but his purpose in
life lives on in the Fund that has been established in his
name.
"He lived in a way that American society does not
Quite understand," notes his former close associate, Mrs.
Ann G. Wolfe. He as not "traditional," he was not "materialistic," he was "more interested in the spiritual."
His concern lay in the "intellect and in the cultivation
of the whole intellectual mind," and he expressed this concern through the ways he helped others, said Mrs. Wolfe.
We never knew Sam Fishzohn personally, but we have
talked with many of his relatives, co-workers and friends
— and there are many, many friends. After these talks,
we are convinced he led the kind of life to which Trinity
students can look for guidance and instruction. His unselfish devotion to his neighbors, in the broadest sense of the
word, is unquestionably admirable and worthy of imitation.
As we look around the Trinity campus at students who
are aiding in such projects as tutoring, being companions,
civil rights work and saving lives, we are heartened by
the pervading spirit of the participating individuals.
Now there is a way to recognize these men, and although they will deny the need for such recognition, a pat
on the back in the form of a Memorial Award in Sam Fishzohn's name is both encouraging and rewarding.
It is our hope that the Award will be not only encouraging to those students who are already involving
themselves in the social concerns of the community, but
also that it will encourage those who have been tentative
in giving themselves for the sake of others.
The Trinity student has an individual responsibility of
social commitment; Sam Fishzohn readily accepted this responsibility, and we now witness a nurturing of the desire
among students to accept this responsibility for a future which the student body can effectively mold.

The Samuel S. Fishzohn Memorial Fund has been established at the College "to inspire young people to take on leadership and responsibility in community service," it was announced today by Albert E. Holland, vice-president.

"The last and mosf import*
ant objective I would commend to /OH is the exercise
of moral courage. If we do
not, in this generation, seem
to find enough young people who exercise

moral

courage in facing up to the
views and actions which
are not popular with the
majority, it is because we,
as adults, set them so few
examples. Courage to stand
up to what one believes

Created by family, friends
and Trinity alumni, the Fund
is an effort "to support and
encourage young l e a d e r s
toward new and imaginative
service in much the same way
that Sara encouraged and stimulated so many young people
throughout his lifetime," a
statement of the Fund's purpose says.
The Fund will be administered in two complementary
ways.
First, from it an annual
award will go to a student
"w h o demonstrates unusual
gifts and dedication in the field
of civil rights, civil liberties,
race relatipns or minority
group problems," a statement
of the Fund's purpose says.
In general the award will be
given for work off the Trinity campus, but from time to
time exceptions will be made
in cases where on-eampus work
is "outstanding."
Second, small grants will be

made "to a student who demonstrates initiative and creativity in some form of community
service with special reference
to involvement with the important social issues of the
day."
The award will be made
each year at Honors Day in
May.
Recommendations for the
Samuel S. Fishzohn Award can
be made by any member of the
College administration, faculty
or student body or by anyone
else who has evidence of "outstanding concern on the part
of a Trinity student for his
fellow men."
Mrs. Fishzohn notes' that
"the Fund has been established
at Trinity College not only because this was Samuel Fishzohn's alma mater, but because
he loved the College and had
kept in very close touch with
it throughout his alumni
years."

morally right . . . is sorely
n e e d e d now more than
ever."
—S. S. Fishzohn
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Civil Rights Workers Stop
Studies to Register Voters

Trinity Students Among Pioneers of Men Who
Are Friends of State Mental Hospital Patients
Trinity is a pioneer among
the colleges participating in the
Case Aid Program, a program
which aims to establish meaningful relationships b e t w e e n
state hospital p a t i e n t s and
members of the outside world,
in this case, college students.
Currently 28 Trinity students
are Involved in the; Case Aid
Program at the Connecticut
Valley State Hospital in Middletown. One day each week the
participants spend one hour
with the patients, generally

chronic cases with few or no
outside contacts.
Following the one hour session with the patient, the stirdents gather in groups with a
professional social psychologist
to discuss their individual
cases.
Dr. Austin C. Hersehberger,
associate professor of psychology, co-ordinator and sponsor
of the Trinity program, feels
that the student - patient contact is valuable in "establishing
more productive relationships"

for the patients "in re-introducing them to someone in- the outside world."
Hospital professional workers
discouraged the participation
of college students in a therapy
program involving state hospital patients at the program's
conception s e v e n years ago,
noted Dr. Hersehberger, but
have since changed their view.
The Phillips-Brooks House of
Harvard initiated the Case Aid
Program in Boston. Later the
program spread to Middletowri
when Wesleyan secured permission to institute the therapy program at the Connecticut
Valley State Hospital.
Trinity joined Wesleyan _ in
the program and has participated for the past four years.
Most of the Trinity participants are psychology majors,
but any student in any field
who is interested in the , program is encouraged: to participate, said Dr. Herschberger.
All students commit themselves to one year of participation in the Case Aid Program.

For reasons which they could not adequately .explain to
others or even adequately describe to themselves, two Trinity
.students felt .sufficiently, moved to .commit themselves to several
months of work for the Student Non-violent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC) in 1962-63.
Ralph W. Allen '65 and John H. Chatfield '65 interrupted
their junior year of studies to work on voter registration in
Southwest Georgia.
Allen spent almost a year in the area—the summer of 1962
and the spring, summer and fall of 1963. Influenced by the
Northern Student Movement, Allen went South "to strike a
personal balance in a bottomless problem" — a "consciously
vague" reason for hi.s motivation, he said.
In more explicit terms Allen "wanted to help others," and
his action in voter registration and tutoring was a manifestation of this desire..
Newspaper accounts- of the acute civil rights problem in
1 he South influenced Chatfield to join the SNCC program in
Georgia from September 1962 to June 1968. News that Allen
had been beaten while working for SNCC also influenced him
to, take action, .said Chatfield.
Allen and Chatfield, in attempts to register voters, met with
threats, beatings, arid arrests as oft-implemented devices to
discourage civil rights workers..
Both Allen and Chatfield were jailed on several occasions,
Allen's disvputed .conviction of "attempting to incite insurrection" resulting in a neai'ly three-month jail stay.
In evaluating the worthiness of Southern civil rights work,
Allen said that the activity is definitely useful. Chatfield noted
that his work was greatly rewarding personally, but believes
that he "did absolutely nothing" as far as contributing to an
improvement in Negro-White understanding in the South.
Both Allen and Chatfield said that their experience in the
South led to a better understanding of the race issue and that
through experiencing both the love and hostility of their commitment, they have come to know themselves better. .
J.E.L.
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The establishment of the Samuel S. Fishzohn Memorial
Fund in Trinity College will be a cause of deep satisfaction
to all Trinity men whose concept of the College embraces
the truly humane values.
It has been truly said that some men, living long and
creditable lives, leave the world about as they found it;
while other men, blessed by a quality most1 of us never
possess, change the world, leaving it a finer, richer, more
generous place.
Samuel S. Fishzohn was one of those who changed the
world, and for the better. His Interest in his fellow man
was deep and enduring- Youth particularly evoked his enthusiasm, He believed young people should become early
advocates of worthwhile causes. His confidence in them
drew from them response that was quickly translated into
useful action.
Thus it is fitting,that the Samuel S. Fishzohn Memorial Fund will undertake to stimulate, as he stimulated,
the worthy efforts, of young men and that the annual
grants in Mr. Fish?ohn's name shall be awarded to recipients who have/ defti^nstrated singularly effective efforts in
the fields of pfvity rights, race relations and community
service.
'''"»,
It is myt doflfident hope that the Samuel S. Fishzohn
Memorial Fund/ejidurmg through the years, will serve to
stimulate onfcol^te" generations of Trinity men who, goingout from theseAalls, will help to change the world, as did
Mr. Fishzohn1, Wid for the better.
,',

JC£TT£RS
I heartily congratulate the Trinity Tripod on calling
attention, to the very valuable service that college students can perform, and are performing, in many areas of
social concern.
"The young we'll and women attending our colleges make
up a, reservoir of talent and energy which, properly channeled and directed, can do much for the well being of the
nation.
I believe that the, activities of Trinity students, in the
Hartford 'community and" elsewhere, serve as a good example of this.
' '
N
Ttte fact that froin anaott.g a student.body of only about
a thousand, Trinity contributes more than $10,000 yearly
to charitable causes • is Kt&elf} a noteworthy illustration of
the c#ncernv'which'' £$]$&& JWfti hold for social needs.
Tlfflow^ to§,itto,jt uVjniiy, in company with a large
number di other Colleges, has^contributed ardent workers
to the cause Of civil rights, ,he,lping to awaken the nation
to'tlte needs ot minorities. j "
. The 'wail directed efforts of Trinity students to help
Convicted slayer J$<NftJ&WJ;(nY'&e'd. obtain
a commutation of
„ his jpeath s e ^ t e i i q ^ J l t ^ y s i ^ ' / ^ 0 received wide and well

Albert C. Jacobs

^etoaily*' importahC^o^Wquire #" full measure of such qualir.ijfe^ as compassioni'^mpatl^y ajidUhuman understanding.
'* \<jj am-pleased b'jrthe ^yide'jfce which has come to my
atleritiohf to 'show that the!<e qi|a|ities are present on the
N. Dempsey, (Governor
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Mr. Fishzohn did more to brin^
:uw
lations between Jewish and n^fi-Jew
College than any other student had
over many years. This was because bovth
equally well. He faced a difficult social situatio%^"w,i£h
great courage and insight, with the itesult that relations
between students of the different faiths at. Trinity College have been improved evei since
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Sam fought pieiutfjee ami rafthje; ance. He fought those
who judge a'^Lan bj tht_ext,e¥»A,lbVHo fought insane militarism. He fobglfV those
annihilate civilization
by nuclear mfdaess. He
decency in human relations and f<|r understandi
xg people . . .
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Robert St. John
August 30, 1964.
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Rev. Muilenberg to Preach
College Vespers Sunday
The Rev. Dr. James Mullenberg,
visiting professor at the Union
Theological Seminary In New York,
will preach at College Vespers at
5 p.m. on Sunday.
A recent speaker at the Department of Religion Colloquium, Dr.
Muilenberg has been on the faculties of the University of Nebraska,
Yale, Mt. Holyoke, the University
of Maine, the Pacific School of
Religion at Berkeley, the University of Chicago, and the San
Francisco Theological Seminary.
He received his A.B. Magna Cum
Laude from Hope College In 1920,
his M.A. from the University of
Nebraska in 1923, and his Ph.D.
from Yale In 1926.
In addition, he studied at the
University of Marburg, Germany
In 1929 and 1930. He has received honorary doctorate degrees

Ssssssssss;^

MACLEOD VISIT
The Very Rev. Sir George F.
MacLeod, head of the Iona Community off the coast of Scotland,
has had to cancel his planned
three-day visit to the College because of close bereavement, • It
has been announced by Chaplain
Alan C. Tull.

Not A Grind

from the University of Maine,
the Pacific School of Religion,
Hope College, and the Church Divinity School of the Pacific.
Dr. Muilenberg was one of the
32 scholars who worked on the
REVISHED STANDARD VERSION
OP THE BIBLE.
In 1953-54 he was resident director of the American Schools
of Oriental Research in Jerusalem,
Jordan. During this time he engaged in special study of the Dead
Sea Scrolls, participated in the
excavations at Tell es-Sultan,
ancient Jericho, and made soundings near Khisbet el Mefjir, the
results suggesting the possibility
that Gllgal was located there.
In addition to articles in many
learned journals, Dr. Muilenberg
has written a book entitled THE
WAY OF ISRAEL, published In
1962.

To the Editor:
Exercises in style.
Subject: Negative imitation; Genre: Sticks and stones, etc.
What is a grind not? A grind is
not a trinitarian.
How is he not a trinitarian? He
does not extra-curriculate hour
after hour after hour.
How does he not use these hours?
He does not use them to avoid his
teachers outside class, nor to cut
classes earning do-gooder credits
for his year-book picture, nor to
campaign all over the campus
(never a day off).
Is he still a part of the college?
Only in the sense that the faculty
accepts him--without shame.
What does he, then, not know
about Trinity? He does not know
all things about Trinity.
Why does he not know all things
about Trinity? He cares not to
major in trinitarianism.
If he does not contribute to trinitarianism, does he contribute at
all? No less than a full accounting for his scholarship, half of
which is contributed by former
grinds, though he does not give
of himself, everything.
Why does he not give everything?
He has not finished growing.
Why does he not want to stop
growing? He will not be a trinitarian.
Why does he not want to be a
trinitarian? That is what a grind
is not.
James A. Vacearo
Instructor of Modern Languages

RELIGION COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Edmund L. B. Cherbonnier
will Introduce the department of
religion colloquium on "Biblical
Contributions to Modern Science"
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge. The talk will be pro-

Placement

The following firms will be Interviewing on campus this week.
Please make appointments with
the Placement Secretary:
Wednesday
Wilton, Conn. Public School
System
Baltimore, Maryland
Public
School System
Travelers Insurance Co. (SumFINANCIAL AID
mer Program)
John F. Butler, director of finAyerst Laboratories
ancial aid, has announced that all
undergraduates who are going to Thursday
apply for financial aid for 1965National Commercial Bank &
1966 should pick up forms before
Trust Co. (Albany)
spring vacation.
U. S. Coast Guard Graduate
This applies to all scholarship
Survey
students including Illinois ScholPratt & Whitney
Division
ars and George Baker Scholars.
(United Aircraft)
Applications may be obtained
Ruder & Finn
from Miss Maureen Reed, on the Friday
second floor of Williams MemorConnecticut Bank & Trust Co.
ial.
(Summer Program)

COAST GUARD
Ensign Robert Locke of the U~
nited States Coast Guard will be on
campus Thursday to discuss Officer Candidate School with seniors and graduates, as well as
other interested students.

Monday
Campbell Soup Co. (Sales Division
Darien Public School System
Monticello, New York Public
School System

Chapin, Chew Nominated as
Woodrow Wilson F ellows
E. William Chapln, Jr. '65 and
William H. Chew, III '65 have been
named Woodrow Wilson Fellows
for 1965-1966, it was announced
last week by Sir Hugh Taylor,
president of the Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship Foundation, the nation's largest private foundation
supporting advance study to recruit new college teachers.
Dexter S. Cook '65 has been
accorded honorable mention on the
select list drawn from over 11,000
faculty-nominated college seniors

Speaker.
(Continued from Page 4)
psychology at Hartford College
for Women,
Another opinion for slower action
was voiced by Dr. Mackimmie, who
said, "We ought to examine the
evidence before we make a judgment....! don't think you can
divorce integration of schools from
employment, housing, and such...I
still think we have to take an overall attack.1*
The panel also examined what is
happening in the schools today.
Dr. Mackimmie said that today's
public schools have middle class
values, while administrator Me-

from the U. S. and Canada. Recipients of Fellowships receive
tuition and fees at the graduate
school of their choice plus a $1,800
stipend.
Trinity has had 21 Woodrow Wilson Fellows named since the
Foundations institution. In addition, 12 Trinity students have been
accorded honorable mention.
The names of the honorable mentions are circulated to deans of
graduate schools for consideration
for alternate awards.

fa fts
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Campus Notes
NORMAN THOMAS
Norman Thomas, socialist leader, will lecture tonight as guest
speaker at Pi Kappa Alpha's
Founders Day Dinner. He will talk
on "Vietnam and American Foreign Policy" at 8 p.m. in Krieble
Auditorium.
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Seeks Cause
To the Editor;
Get off your apathetic hinds, college students 1 Arlsel Get Interested. Get involved. Do something.
We already have in our folds the
majority of: campus leaders. You
too can join. Bring your ideas
and schemes—-all of them. We'll
snap them up. Too long we Bit
idle In our legislative chairs. Give
us another "cause. * We seek a
cause. Civil Rights, Great! The
Peace Corps, Fantaaticl The Experiment for International Living,
Ecstacyl Give us a chance to vent
our desire, to do something great,
something noble. Don't stand aside;
apathetic. Don't be a grind. Petltionl March! Picket! Chant! Riotl
What are we here for, anyway?
To spend all our time studying,
grinding? What kind of a cause Is
that? Who will hear about that?
We're here to vent the Insatiable
-ennui of young, opulent America.
It doesn't matter what your con-,
viction is. Just as long as it is :
a conviction., Bring purpose to your
college life. Don't spend your four
years cramming facts into your
head. Forget the facts. Forget
the issue. Just sign the petition
and march. Make a name for
yourself. Be somebody. "It's not
the result so much as the desire to fight for a conviction. This
is important. It Is not the goal,
It is the urge to get there." Forget
the goal. Just get there. Get excited. Make noise. Make the folks
back home hear. "Well, good for
Joe College. He's not lolling in
apathy."
Fight for your rights. It doesn't
matter if you're not clear on
what your rights are. It doesn't
matter if in the melee your goals
get obscured, just so long as you
fight Cause a ruckus. Put your
name on a few lips. Do something. Get involved. Join the Cult
of Involvement.
William P. Shorten '68

Gowen objected to these values
being used as a basis for education Dr. Morris, however, saw a
"danger of being too class-mind-.
ed." He said, "Rebellion for rebellion's sake Is meaningless."
Looking Into the classes behind
the integration movement and how
the movement was affecting the
lower-class whites, Johnson said,
"The beneficiaries (of the integration movement) are not the rich .
colored, but they are the poor
whites who are for the first time
being swept out from under the
rug.".

I can remember last year vividly! Every moment which was not
filled with necessary activity was
spent "grinding* away. Five hours
sleep and two meals a day was
the routine. I cannot recall going
anywhere or doing anything which
was not intellectually oriented. But
I do not consider myself one of
those "unfortunate" souls about
whom you wrote.
Few Trinity students ever experience a true sense of accomplishment. Only a handful know
anything of themselves or their
intellectual heritage since this
awareness is not acquired at booze
parties or over pool tables.
There is nothing more exciting
than learning about our physical
world - long hours spent in study
enable us to appreciate the feelings that Marie and Pierre Curie
must have felt when they separated that precious fraction of
radium. Only exhausting hours of
work will let anyone understand
the Poincare group - an intellectual creation of manunscorched
by the heat of war or men's
hatred. How many bull sessions
and wasted weekends can equal
the triumphal feeling of capturing
another thought for .your own?
One day wasted at Trinity is too '
muchl If we fill every moment
with effort, maybe some day we
can understand those things which
make being a human being worthwhile. Intellectual pursuits have no
diminishing returns! They will hold
us "grinds* in good stead throughout life. Our lives will always be
filled - to be able to think and
reflect are the greatest gifts Trinity can give us for our efforts.
Peter Durand '66

Limited
To the Editor:
It is time, perhaps, now that
Howard Nemerov has left, to give
a thought to the type of poet that,
the poetry center has been pre-'
senting for the last several years.
In my memory, that is Richard
Eberhard,
Karl Shapiro, and
Howard Nemerov. Given that all;
generalizations are equally false,
I think it safe to call all three
Academic poets, whose concerns
derive generally from Eliot, and
more specifically from professors
writing about professors...etc.
These have become, by the time
of Mr. Nemerov, I' think, somewhat limited concerns, dealing with
specific Ideas and images.
An example is Mr. Nemerov's
discussion of his idea of jokes
and their possible poetic treat-

ment. This is by no means an
unworthy
concern and Mr.
Nemerov treated the subject as
well as it probably can be treated. But as a subject, its cuteness
appeals not at all to me.
Nor does Academic poetry In
its form. One might call Vergil
an Imperial poet yet Augustus does
not Impinge on certain American
poets..
Vergil has deep concern for direct
aad immediate objects and ideas;
the prophesy of the coming Goldsn
Age of Augustus does not Impair
the clarity of his images of nature,
of farmers being forced from their
lands, or of the Stoic ideas that
the world is periodically reborn
and that this is happening now-that Saturn will reign again.
My point is that I feel It Is time
for the Poetry Center to bring us
a poet who is specifically not
Academic. I suggest Charles Olson, a poet who descends from
the tradition of Pound and Carlos
Williams. I do so with only slight
knowledge of his poetry, yet enough
to know how different he is from
Nemerov or Eberhard.
Olson, who was raised In Gloucester, Massachusetts, has published
many books of poetry. His
MAXIMUS POEMS are comparable,
to Pound's CANTOS In their scope'
and imagination. His critical piece,
CALL ME ISHMAEL, has been
called the finest existing criticism
of Melville, Olson's Influence is
seen In many younger poets, such
as Robert Kelly, Robert Gresloy,
Allen Ginsberg, -Robert Duncan,
and others. Stan Brakhage acknowledges him as a spiritual guide,
and Carlos Williams is his contemporary.
Such categorizing is at best useless, and certainly does Olson no
credit, but It serves here to show
simply that many consider him the1
most important poet In America
today, people whose Judgments I,
at least trust, being quite Ignorant
of most all poetry. If he were
Invited, I feel reasonably sura
from what I have been told of him
that he would come. I would ask,
then, that the Poetry Canter extend that Invitation j I would be
more than willing to help in any
way possible.
Stevan Diamaut '66

Medusa
To the Editor:
During the past week, several \
freshmen were convicted of violations of the college drinking;
regulations. 1 am one of these •
freshmen and by no means do I |
(Continued on Page H)

Vacation Time! !
If You're Bound for
Warmer Ctiimafes —
Our collection of Spring
Shirts, Knits, Bermudas, StayPress Slacks, Madras and
Solid S p o r t Coats and
Sweaters: Stop in Today

Your Charge Account Invited

Exciting
To the Editor;
Your picture of industrious Trinity students Is pretty black ("What
is a Grind", March 9). Although
there are those who use study as
a neurotic outlet, they comprise
a small fraction of our school
population! I see your "picture"
differently!

GENTLEMEN'S WEAR
Hartford

64 STATEitREET, HARTFORD
Across From The Old State House
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'Tiny Alice9 Questions Nature of Reality Drama
In Superb Presentation in New York City Laughs from
by Samuel Coale
and Richard O'Connor

The intellectual controversy
which is still swirling about the
Billy Rose Theatre in New York
is an appraisal in itself of the
merit and excellence of Edward
Albee's latest Broadway attempt,
"Tiny Alice." That so much controversy and questioning could
stem from this one play speaks
for the importance of the production, perhaps the most important
production on the Broadway stage
this season.
The production itself is superb.
The massive cathedral - like
setting of Miss Alice's library
is artfully contrived enhanced both
by the light and shadow of the
stage. Gielgud may not be as
powerful a speaker as Richard
Burton, but his command of the
language is unequalled and generates a true feeling of depth and
power which emanates across the
footlights.
Irene Worth is remarkably mysterious and sensual in a most
difficult role which seeks to halt
the reigns of passion and yet
must advertise it in every move.
The final death scene and the
seduction scene are masterpieces
of twentieth-century theatre and
alone would mark Albee as the
the most successful playwright
of this modern era.
The plot can be simply told and
then discarded for our purposes.
Miss Alice, the richest woman in
the World, would like to donate
$100 million a year to the Catholic
Church. In order to carry out the
transaction, Brother Julian, a lay
brother of the church and secretary to the powerful Cardinal, is
sent to her enormous and awesome castle to complete the details.
During his stay at the castle, he
is seduced by Miss Alice, becomes
her husband, and is immediately
deserted by her, by her Sataniclike lawyer, by the Cardinal himself, and by Miss Alice's butler
conveniently named Butler. Julian
is shot to death by the lawyer and
In the final scene tries desperately
to understand what has happened
to himself.
Who Is Julian? He is not a fully
ordained priest but merely a lay
brother in the vast, degenerate
hierarchy of the church. He Is
Everyman who is deserted by all
at the end. He is searching for
faith, for a stronger belief ia God.
He represents the "spiritual" In
man.
Albee goes out of his way to
Identify Innocent Brother Julian
with Christ. Julian, unaware of his
faith and seeking desperately to
believe In God as God and not in
man's image of God as man's
image, has retreated to an asylum

FOR YOUR CAR

~

With
Student Identification
10%

for six years to re-capture this
faith. This may be analgous to
Christ's wanderings in the desert.
Julian dies with arms spread, a
crucifixion scene par excellence,
and repeats what Christ himself
is reported to have uttered on the
cross, "Why has thou forsaken
me?"
Who is Miss Alice? If Julian represents Innocence, she is the symbol of experience. Both her lawyer
and butler have been past lovers.
She is temptation, not really a
character but an agent. She falls
in love with Julian, with his search
for faith and with his Innocence,
As Miss Alice and Julian represent
a spiritual - physical
dichotomy, so the lawyer and the
Cardinal represent a head-heart,
a reason-faith dichotomy. Yet both
are completely corrupt in their
cynicism toward the world, in their
utter lack oi feelings for their
stations in life, in their complete
destation for one another.
The session in bed with Miss
Alice not only transforms Julian
so that he sheds his robes for a
business suit and for the role of
her husband, but it also transforms Miss Alice from character
to agent. She has become Infused
with his spiritual quality. She has
become a symbol at the end of
the play when she appears all
in blue of the Virgin Mary. It
was not Miss Alice
Julian wed;
it was "Tiny Alice.6

Who is Tiny Alice? Miss Alice,
or It, Is the mouse in the model
of the great castle. Throughout
the play, the question "What is
reality?" is continually reevaluated and analyzed. Puns,
verbal anagrams, even controver- •
sies concerning the size of a wine
glass fill the play with ambiguity
and unreality.
This little mouse then represents
the kernel of reality in the entire
ambiguous universe of abstract religion and faith. One cannot believe
In Alice or the Virgin Mary; one
can only grasp Tiny Alice, but
that in Itself is enough. Aha, but
there is more. "Don't personify
the abstraction... Only the mouse,
the toy. AND THAT DOES NOT
EXIST (there is not really a mouse
in the model) but it is all that
can be worshipped."
We are watching a play of allusions, of a series of mirrors
each mirroring the other with
reality as frail as the very glass
within the many frames. So if
Tiny Alice is all that man can
hope to grasp out of life's complexities and she herself does not
exist, what have we got?
Nothing, and yet this knowledge,
that there is nothing, even after
scraping and peeling at and off
the layers of abstraction and of
allusion, is everything. It is the
tragic paradox: there is nothing
to hope for, and yet we continue
to hope.

by Kevin Sweeney

I might have become an exlstenlalist if I hadn't made the mistake
of reading some of the works of
Jean-Paul Sartre. When all my
knowledge of Sartre was secondhand I Imagined him to be a great
prophet, providing a code for men
to live by in an utterly senseless
and meanginless world. But whenl
actually read some of what Sartre
has •written, I discovered that he
was just another tedious philosopher, trying to create an artificial
meaning for the universe out of a
vast pile of words.
THE
WORDS, interestingly
enough, Is the title of Sartre recently published account of the
first ten or twelve years of his
life. The book is a devestatlng
satire of the intellectually and
emotionally defunct life of the
French bourgeois family in which
Sartre grew up. Nor does Sartre
spare the priggish little child prodigy that grew up in the stifling
bosom of this family.
But the main object of attack
in THE WORDS is Charles Schwitzer, the grandfather with whom
Sartre and his mothe'r were forced
to live because Sartre's father
had died. Schwitzer, says Sartre,
"was a . man of the nineteenth
century who took himself for Victor Hugo, as did so.many others,
including Victor Hugo himself."

It Is not so much Schwitzer the
man that Sartre loathes as Schwitzer the bundle of obsolete ideas.
Sartre's grandfather believed in
the cult of respectability, in the
cult of family love and solidarity,
in the cult of progress, in the
virtue of France and the wickedness of Germany, and in the Radical
Socialist Party (Those not familiar
with French politics may not know
that the Radical Socialists were
by 1914 a moderate bourgeoisie
party with no principles, Ideas
or program).
Grandfather Schwitzer tried to
hand this intellectual heritage down
to Sartre intact. As Sartre says,
"Between the first Russian revolution and the first world war...
a man of the nineteenth century
was foisting upon his grandson
Ideas that had been current under
Louis Philippe. That is how peasant
routines are said to be handed
down; the fathers work In the fields,
leaving the sons with the grandparents. I started off with a handicap of eighty years,"
The interesting thing is that young
Sartre did accept this heritage.
He was a remarkable child who
before the age of ten read Racine
and Cornellle and wrote his own
adventure stories.
But any spontaneous or valid
impulses he had were stifled by
the presence of his grandfather
and his grandfather's library. "I
had no truth." He says, "All I

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
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found in my self was an astonished insipidness. In short he "regarded words as the quintessence
of things."
Sartre, of course, revolted
against the intellectual aridity in
which he grew up, although this
revolt came at a later period
than that covered in THE WORDS.
But personally I was struck more
by the analogies between Sartre
and his grandfather than by the
differences.
Their ideologies, of course, are
entirely different, and certainly
Sartre is far more creative than
Schwitzer in that he invented his
own set of principles, while his
grandfather merely adopted a set
of dead ideas. But they both have
the same intellectual aridity. They
both bury what is emotionally valid
under a heap of woi'ds.

jfb.
£ Criticism
more so than on a proscenium
stage because one has to be careful to play to the entire surrounding audience; otherwise gestures
and facial expressions will be
lost.
THE ACTING was excellent;
everything was played for laughs.
This Is the way, I think, it should
be. But special mention should go
to Henry Thomas in the role of
Diggory. He stole every scene
he was in by sheer acting skill.
In fact, all the low life characters
were acted with such force thai
many times the mere entrance
of a servant was hilarious.
As a member of the Trinity College Jesters and taking some
amount of pride in the organization, I began desperately hoping
that something would go wrong:
an awkward pause, a misplaced
prop, a delayed entrance, anything.
Nothing! The only small consolation was a brief flickering of the
stage lights on and off for a brief
second near the end of the evening.
In short, the PRODUCTION of
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER, which
is, after all, the sum total of all
Its parts, was beautifully co-ordinated. This co-ordination turned
the words of Goldsmith into aperformance worth attending, providing you can force yourself away
from the television.

Travelers to See 3 States
In Vacation Tour of South
The Travelers are planning a
singing tour of South Carolina,
Georgia, and Florida during the
coming spring vacation. Highlighting the trip will be two appearances
at The Cloister, the famous resort
hotel at Sea Island, Georgia.
On the trip south, the group will
sing on Sunday, March 28 at the
William Hilton Inn, a relatively
new resort on Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina. Their next stop
is Daytona Beach, Florida, where
they will entertain the guests of
the Daytona Plaza, a large hotel
directly opposite the beach.

The Travelers will be featured
at The Cloister during the final
weekend of the vacation. They will
perform at the Plantation Supper,
a party for vacationing college
students, as well as make the
scheduled appearance In the clubrooms of The Cloister."
The group is also planning to
sing on nearby Jekyll Island to
wind up their southern tour.
The tour will be the second extensive trip for the Travelers in
their four years of existence. The
first, which took place while they
were still connected with the Glee
Club, took them to St. Louis.

Phone 247-4980

Phone 247-4980

RICO"S PIZZA
Famous For Our Pizzas and Grinders

Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services

New Britain & Broad Street
near the field house exit

THEREIN LIES the key: The
pacing was swift and flawless. Excellent use was made of the speed
obtainable on a stage that Is threequarters in the round. With its
limitation of restricted scenery
scenes can really fly by, yet because the audience is huddled

Sartre Describes Stifled Life as Child
In Satire of Obsolete Bourgeois Ideology

OFF on Labor & Parts
Gas Discount

by David Deutsch

I never cease to be amazed when
a comedy that was written several
centuries ago produces laughs
when performed before a 20th
century audience. You would suppose that our humor with its own
brand of subtle sarcasm and
macabre satire would stifle the
laughs that might arise from a play
first performed in 1773. But it
is Just not so! The Hartford Stage
Company's production of SHE
STOOPS TO CONQUER by Oliver
Goldsmith had the audience (including this critic) laughing just
as hard at the end of the play as
they were at the beginning two
hours before.
But old English comedies are not
intrinsically humorous to us moderns; in fact, they can be quite
tedious. Hence, not all the credit
belongs to Oliver Goldsmith's famous script. The success of the
Hartford Stage Company must be
largely attributed to the excellent
directing of William Francisco.
In three weeks of rehearsal time
he has put together a play that
moves; I mean really moves.

Goldsmith
around the stage, the dialogue is
not sacrificed to haste; actors
intimately address the audience
from the stage for very comic
asides.
Speed was also achieved by acting in the aisles. What scene
changes there were occurred' silently and speedily, no small accomplishment when working in the
dark. We just do not have time
to worry about the fact that Mrs.
Hardcastle Is hiding behind a cardboard tree (that tree and one
other make up a "forest") and
does not recognize her husband
three feet away.
Not only was the pacing fast,
but the movement of the actors
on the stage was extremely graceful and well organized. Staging
a play in the round calls for considerable skill from the director,

Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A

We Deliver
HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, SODAS
HOURS: Open Mon. thru Thurs. 9 A . M . to 10 P.M.
Fri. and Sat. 9 A.M. to I I P.M.
Sunday 3 P.M. to 9 P.M.
168 HILLSIDE AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Ten Years at This Location
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In Town

and Art In Hartford
'Dunes1 Very

No Horror
In 'Liegia'

Welt Made

The best horror movies made
are supposed to be those starring
Vincent Price. But the Price movie
TOMB OF LIEGIA currently playing at the Strand Theater here in
Hartford could serve as an excellent example of how not to scare
an audience.
For one thing, TOMB OF LIEGIA
is filmed in the type of picture
postcard color that is suited only
for travelogues and syrupy musicals transferred to the screen.
Present film color techniques simply aren't well developed enough
to allow a good horror movie to
be made in anything except black
and white. How can anyone be
frightened at a movie in which
everything is as bright and beautiful as the inside of a baby's
playpen?
Another Important fault of TOMB
OF LIEGIA is the light, romantic
background
music. Music with
structure and rhythm Is needed
to give intensity to a film that is
supposed to arouse the emotions.
But the most important fault of
TOMB OF LIEGIA is in the technique used to try to arouse horro'r, The viewer Is presented with
all sorts of objects such as corpses, black cats, and burning abbeys, which are supposed to frighten him. But horror is best aroused not by known things and by
things that have already happened,
but by fear of the unknown.
A deformed shadow against a wall
can be far more frightening than
the best monster that the prop
department can create. The fear of
the unknown thing on the other
side of a door is generally more
intense than any horror that can
be aroused by seeing the whatever
is on the other side when the door
is opened.
The best example of this is Alfred Hitchcock's PSYCHO in which
the suspense is so intense that
when actual violence comes, it is
almost a relief.
TOMB OF LIEGIA is vaguely
based on the story by Poe. Director Roger Corman should have
learned a lesson from Poe and
tried to horrify the viewer by anticipation rather than by fulfillment.
K-Si

Director HIroshi Teshighara's
WOMAN IN THE DUNES, now playing at the Art Cinema, is an extremely beautiful and an intensely
irritating film. Almost everyone,
including this reviewer, selected
it as one of the ten best movies
of last year, but after thinking it
over, one wonders if the sophisticated intellectuals of the International film industry are really
qualified to probe the mentalities
of the backwards peasant, as they
are so fond of doing.
WOMAN IN THE DUNES tells the
story of a man from Tokyo who
visits a village by the sea to hunt
rare insects. He is trapped by
the villagers in a vast sand pit
in which there is a woman who
is given food and water by the
villagers in return for digging
away the sand which threatens to
engulf the village. The man is to
serve as a husband for the woman. For a while he struggles
against his fate, but in the end
he becomes resigned.
All this is an excuse for some
very beautiful photography. A
slowly eroding wall of sand may
not sound like an attractive object, but in Teshighara's hands
it becomes the source of an infinite number of moving abstract
forms, all enchantlngly beautiful,
But the movie is not just a collelectlon of remarkable scenes.
It has a plot and a theme, both of
questionable validity. Are peasants
really as satisfied and unambitious
as the woman? Are a few months
long enough for a man to lose
interest in doing anything other
than digging sand for the rest
of his life? And finally, is It
possible to find peace of mind and
soul simply by changing one's
surroundings?

Music
1 AUST — Gounod's Opera
starring Joan Sutherland at
the UushnellMemorial, B:10
p.m., March 16.
IIARTI-'or.D
SYMPHONY
OUC HEPTRA—with Beverly
'•Volff,
mezzo - soprano,
Huslwess Memorial,
3:1-",
March 24.
BOSTON SYMPHONY OliCnF.PTRA—conductMl l>y
T-rlch Leinsdoi-f at the
j-iuskioll Memorial, S:J H
P.m., March 30.

Letter.

(Continued from Page 9)
plead innocent in regard to the
charges levied upon me. But I
would like to protest both the
techniques used by the Medusa
and the severity of the penalty
Incurred.
First of all, the Medusa trial
is devoid of judicial procedure.
The trial is closed; no minutes
are taken. The defendant is given
no idea of his rights, and there is
no mediating judge to whom he
can appeal. Quite simply, the prosecution, in being also judge and
jury, Is able to direct the trial
by any standards which fit its
purpose.
Second, by the admission of a
Medusa member himself, the atmosphere during a so-called trial
is definitely "intimidating.11 The
trials of the others convicted with
me ringingly' illustrate this atmosphere. One was told that unless
he revealed the names of others
involved in the violation, his
punishment
would sufficiently
blacken his record to prevent his
admission to medical school. To
the other the point was made that
unless names were disclosed, he
would suffer a heavier penalty.
I wonder that such militance (which
asks men to reveal activities of
WOMAN IN THE DUNES simply friends) can exist oil campus, while
asserts all these things to be off campus, only "over the rocks,"
true, and leaves it at that. But a Medusa can be so relaxed in
perhaps it is better to avoid arguing his responsibility to the law as
over. the theme of this film and to sit by while minors drink.
simply enjoy its photography. PerIn my own case, I was roused
haps the fascination with peasants from bed near midnight, having
that many modern, film makers been given no advance notice, and
show Is merely a response to the .requested to appear before the
opportunies to photograph beautiful Medusa. After waiting a half an
things that the primitive offers. hour, I was led into a poorly

Films Now Showing in Hartford Include
Inane Hollywood Comedies and Thrillers
by Jack Lemmon and the scenery by Virna Lisi. It isn't worth
going over to East Hartford to
see.
The Allyn Theater is showing
Debbie Reynolds stars in GOOD- HUSH, HUSH, SWEET CHARBYE CHARLIE, at the Central LOTTE in which Bette Davis and
Theater in West Hartford. It is a Olivia de Havilland try to prove
typical Hollywood comedy which that the best sign of social detries to get laughs out of the idea cadence in the South is the ocof a lecherous man reincarnated curence of some particularly
gruesome murders.
as a pretty girl.
Julie' Andrews is the only good
HOW TO MURDER YOUR WIFE,
playing at the Burnside, is another thing about MARY POPPINS, a
Hollywood comedy with the laughs syrupy musical for children and
GOLDFINGER, playing at the Cine
Webb, manages to turn secret service spy James Bond into a comic
hero in the funniest movie now
in the Hartford area.

m PERSON

The Johnny M&this Sh&w
Wirh The Young Americans

Sat. Evening, March 20th
8:30 pm.
BUSHNELL MEMORIAL

Mail Orders Accepted
PRICES — $2.50, $3.25, $4.00, $4.50
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Till: BARBEK OF SRVILLEKosslni's opera at the Bushnell Memorial, 8:15 p.m.,
April 7.

Drama
S1IK STOOPS TO COX'JUFH
—Oliver Goldsmith's comedy at the Hartford Stage
Company, Kinsley Struet at
Constitution Plaza, 8:31
p.m., March 12-April 4.
Ni.VLh TOO TATF:-—Sumiiei1 Arthur Long's comedy
at the Busliuell Memorial,
S:30 p.m., March 2!i.
lighted room and directed to sit
before six Medusa while the
seventh stood behind me. I was
introduced to the members and
Instructed to address them with
"Mr." or "Sir." These techniques
created an unnecessarily intimidating and "spooky* overtone
to the entire affair. I see no reason why the supposedly enlightened population of aforward-looking college must put up with such
juvenile and antiquated tactics, A
student board of judgment Is a
workable system only so long as
It patterns Itself after modern
American judicial practices.
Third, the Medusa, the Senate,
and the Administration have lost
sight of the seriousness inherent
- in the penalty of censure. It is
the heaviest punishment short of
suspension, and places a permanent- blemish on a student's
record. Censure should be reserved for only very serious offences or second offences of a
less serious nature. It is certainly
too stringent and damaging a punishment for making liquor available "to women not entitled to it
under Connecticut state law."
In addition, there are no provisions made to insure that the
punishment fits the individual. The
Medusa levies penalties without
investigating the past disciplinary
record of the defendant, his academic standing, his extra-curricular activities, or his character. All of these considerations
should be integral in deciding appropriate punishment for the student. Penalties should be made to
11: both the individual and the
punishment.
In light of the injustices In the
trial proceedings, the severity and
rigidity of the punishment, and the
intimidating techniques employed
by the Medusa, I wonder that a
legally and morallv minded college can sit idly by. Serious reform
is in order.
Daniel Goldberg '68

childish adults playing at the Elm
Theater.
PINK PANTHER and A SHOT IN
THE DARK both star Peter Sellers in the tremendously comic
role of an inept French detective.
Neither is much on plot and actIng, but Sellers alone makes the
movies worth going to E,M. Loew's Theater to see.
Anyone who has not already seen
Alfred
Hitchcock's
PSYCHO,
which may be the best thriller
ever made, ought to go down to
the Webster Theater tonight, the
movie's final night in town.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
WANT TO WORK A FEW
HOURS PER WEEK?
The East Hartford Gazette
wants to hire an East Hartford college s t u d e n t —
male — to s e l l ads 6-8
hours a week. Set your own
hours. Established accounts.
Good pay. Car necessary.

"Rehabilitation Social Centers: A
Challenge to Our Society", was
Edward M. Fitzgerald's topic in
a recent lecture to the Psychology
Club.
The subject of the speaker's remarks was a local organization
of which he is program director,
the Mental Aid Fellowship. MAF
was established to provide a center of social activity for people with
psychological problems who have
been released from an institutional
environment.
MAF, partially sponsored by the
Mental Health Association presently has about 50-70 active members he said. When a person
conies to the center, his case history is neither recorded nor requested. Interviews with mem bars are not conducted.
Leadership of the Mental Aid
Fellowship is only one of Mr,
Fitzgerald's many accomplish ments in the general fields ot
psychology and mental health,
With a graduate degree In sociology, Mr. Fitzgerald's past activities include work on a project
of vocational counseling and relia'.ilillalion for ll:e mentally 111.

AT T H E S E F I N E

SPRING VACATION
REQUIREMENTS
BERMUDA SHORTS
KNIT SHIRTS
SWIMWEAR
LOAFERS
SNEAKERS

43 La Salic Road
West Hartford

STORES

BRANFORD -!
Martin Bohan Jeweler
BRIDGEPORT |
Lenox Jewelers
DANBURY ;
Addessi Jewelers - 2 stores
HARTFORD;
The Philip H. Stevens Co. >
MIDDLETOWN -!
Mallove's Jewelers
i
NEW BRITAIN -'
.j
Warren Jewelers
•
SOUTH NORWALK •;
Jewel Box

Call
East Hartford Gazette
289-6468
Ask For
Advertising Manager

Rehabilitation
Topic of Talk
On Psychology

i

STAMFORD \
Zontow-Ferguson, Inc.
STRATFORD i
Norma Jewelers Inc.
\
THOMPSONYILLE-ENFIELD
Marek Jewelers
WATERBURY Cordelia Jewelers
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You earn cage some, of the people some of the time

Basketball
Wrap-up!
Season 12-7
Average 89.1;
Belfiore456
by "Wag"Merreil
The hardwood floor In the field house has been
replaced by an indoor baseball diamond, and the
soft advice of Robie Shults supplanted by the barked
orders of Dan Jessee. The 1964-1965 basketball
season, like the past week-end, has ended, but the
memories remain.
Tossing in soft, left-handed jumpers from medium
range, pulling down rebounds and pressing on defense, captain Jim Belflore stands out In a consideration of this year's team — the highest scoring squad in Trin's history — symbolizing both
its strength and Its weakness.
The Bantams outshot their opponents (46% -44%,
89-80 avg.)i yot they depended heavily on outside
shooting; specifically, that of Belflore and Don Overbeck.
Trin won out in the battle for rebounds, 868852, but no one man dominated the boards (as
John Fenrlch did last year), and Belflore and Overbeck were forced to help Bob Moris se and Ed
Landes in this department.
.Trin won 12 of its 19 games this year, but a lack
of height (the starting five barely averaged six
feet) hurt on defense, particularly against such
tall teams as Williams and Wesleyan, and opponents
shot at a 44% clip from the floor. .
Belfiore and Overbeck were the offensive standouts, Jim setting a new single season scoring record
and leading in rebounds, Donnie hitting on 51%

Winter Banquet
MARCH 11 - Sophomore "Duff"
Tyler, junior Jim Belflore and
senior Fred Prillaman dominated
the presentation of awards at the
college's annual Winter Sports
Banquet tonight.
Tyler received the John Slowik
"Outstanding Swimmer" award,
five gold medals (each one representing a college record), and
was named captain-elect. To no
one's surprise, he was also awarded his first varsity letter.
Belflore, who set a new Trinity
single season scoring record, r e ceived the Arthur Wadlund "outstanding
Basketball
Player*
award, and was re-elected captain.
Prillaman, who was the captain
of this year's swimming team,
received his eighth varsity letter
and with it a Blanket Award, the
tenth since 1942.
Gold charms, representing three
varsity letters in one sport, were
presented to Bob Morisse(basketball), Prillaman and Charles Lorch
(swimming); Nick Mclver and Paul
Zimmerman (squash).
The basketball coach's foulshooting trophy went to Rich Kissel, who hit on 30 of 35 from the
free throw line for 85.7%, a season record at Trinity.
In squash, Mclver received the
Newton C. Brainard Trophy, emblematic of the college championship. George Andrews was awarded the John A. Mason "Most Improved Squash Player" .trophy, and
was announced as next year's captain.
Sophomore swimmer Jim Oliver
received the Bob Slaughter "Most
Improved" award for his performances In the Individual medley.
Twenty-seven varsity letters
were awarded, including 10 in
basketball, 12 in swimming and
five in squash. Twenty-three
freshman numerals were p r e sented, 10 in basketball, nine In
swimming and four in squash.

of his field goal attempts and grabbing seven bounds
a game. But the Bantams played their best basketball when they played as a five-man team.
The cagers, for example, defeated a good (9-5)
Kings Point club when four players scored in double
figures (Belfiore 32, Morisse 25, Overbeck 21 and
Rich Rissel 18) and substitute Da..: Bremer put
the game on ice with a steal and a spring of r e bounds.
Late In the season, against Clark, Shults was
able to field a starting five which included three
shooters (Belfiore, Overbeck and Rissel), a playmaker (Joe Hourihan), and a "big" rr^n (either
Morisse or Ed Landes), and which seemed to function
well as a unit.
Early In the season, however, Shults was forced
to employ a different pattern, since both Hourihan
and Rissel had missed early practice because of
football.
After winning 105-63 at Mlddlebury, the Bantams
alternated two five-man units against Williams in
the home opener. This system proved unsuccessful, however, as the Ephmen eradicated a 15-polnt
Trin lead and went on to win 79-71.
Returning t o - a basic five-man team, the cagers
defeated MIT, 89-78, and Coast Guard, 105-78, before losing to the Harvard Crimson, 88-72, December 17.
In January, the Bantams bowed to Tufts, 87-88,
as the Jumbos shot 66% from, the floor. Trin shot
50% to defeat Union, 94-81, in the last contest
before mid-years.

them Hieir are others.

On February 4, Belfiore and Overbeck totaled
74 points
to lead their teammates to a 93-92,
double-overtime win over the Lord Jeffs of Amherst.
With the return to form of Rissel, the Bantams
downed RPI and Kings Point after bowing to WPI.
Wesleyan defeated Trin by 21 points at Middletown, as the Cardinals hit on 66% of their shots
in the first half. Three days later, on February
19, a tall Colby contingent downed their visitors
in a close, 80-78 contest.
In the next two weeks, the Bantams defeated
Bowdoin by seven points, Brandeis by 25, Coast
Guard by 36 and Clark by 31. The Brandeis game
was interesting only for the fact that Belfiore chose
this night to break Barry Leghorn's single-season
scoring record. In the Coast Guard game, the cagers
set a pair of team records: 108 points and 50 field
goals.
Trin had won four games in a row, but THE
GAME was to be the return match with archrival
Wesleyan, to be played on the Bantams' home court.
Led by Belflore, who tallied 26 points, the Bantams
were not headed for the first 36 minutes of play.
Then two Card substitutes hit on eight of 10
field goal attempts in the last four minutes, and
the Bantams found themselves on the short end
of a 70-74 decision.
The evening was already: a disappointment, but
that was not enough. Several "psyched-up" Trinity
students jumped the Wesleyan players while the
latter took down one of the nets, adding poor sportsmanship to the Bantam's Burden of defeat.
In the season's finale, Rissel scored 25 points,
Including 11 of 11 from the foul line, to lead the Bants
to a 78-73, overtime win over the University of
Hartford.

From the

BULL ThreeMusketeers
PEN
by Mike Weinberg

The fencing-team, an informal
group not officially recognized by
the athletic department, made its
presence known as it received
the New England championship
trophy. Captain Tom Taylor r e ceived the outstanding fencer
award, and Leif Melchior was
named captain-elect.
Tom Snedeker was Introduced
as the undergraduate who had done
the most to perpetuate ice hockey
at Trinity. Captain Jim Bird
pointed out that hockey had been
an informal sport at the college
for ten years, and wondered tongue In cheek •* whether the
team might have Us own rink
In five years or so.

With this the season for postseason basketball tournaments,
regional swimming championships, and so forth, Trinity's
"Rags-to-Rlches" fencing team
has decided that it was not going
to be left out of the picture.
Last week, after their sparkling
Holy Cross performance that netted them the New England Championship, the fencers announced
they were sending a team to the
National Amateur Fencing League
Championships in Detroit. The
three-man squad, consisting of
Tom Taylor, Lelf Melchior, and
Bob White, will be the first multiplayer squad to represent the Bantams in such competition since
1962.
In that year Richard Chang and

Tyler Sparkles at NEISC
Dave Tyler concluded his first
year as a Trinity varsity swimmer last Saturday by doing what
comes naturally for him--breaking
records.
Competing in the New England Intercollegiate Swimming Championship at M.I.T.'s pool, Tyler
smashed a pair of freestyle r e c ords to capture two gold medals
and- pace the Trinity team to a
sixth place finish.
Tyler's first record came In the
200 yard freestyle event, and this
was followed by a stellar perform-

ance In the 500 yard freestyle
race. His 200 yard record came
at a time of 1:48.8 while he
completed the "500" in 5:14.
Fred Prillaman was the only
other Bantam to place. He finished third behind Jim Van Kennen of Wesleyan, and John Daly
of Springfield In the 50 yard freestyle.
•••.'.-.•
There were six records broken
In the meet, and aside from Tyler's double, the only other person
to win more than one event was
Van Kennen.

Steve Yeaton journeyed into national competition, and Yeaton returned, as the country's number
eight epeeman. Last year Harry
Pratt finished 15th in the foil
event.
Trinity's "Three Musketeers"
will be flying to Detroit on Thursday afternoon and will begin fencing
on Friday. The duels will continue all day and Into Saturday.
With 40 schools, represented, each
swordsman will face every other
competitor in his field, and the
winners will be based on the total
performance over the two day
span.
Placement in the three individual
departments (sabre, foil, and epee)
will be used to determine the team
rank, and the Bantams will be out
to upend the defending champions
from the University of Pennsylvania.
Taylor is Trinity's sabre-man,
and Tom captured a third In the
New England finals. Melchior is
the "toiler", and White works with
the epee. Both Melchior and White
turned in second place performances in the N.E.'s.
*
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For those of you interested in
figures, Trinity's overall sports
record for the winter season was
33-40 for a .428 percentage.
Breaking this down into varsity
and freshman classes, the varsity was 20-28 for. a .417 mark,
and the frosh were 13-12 for a
.520 average.

